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Tuesday, February 5, 2013 397afibrosis, cancer and severe burns. AP consists of two domains: a C-terminal
calcium-binding domain containing glycine- and aspartate nonapeptide re-
peats, characteristic of the Repeats in ToXin (RTX) proteins, and an N-termi-
nal proteolytic (passenger) domain. The exoprotease is secreted through a type
I secretion system (TISS) composed of a tripartite complex formed by an
ABC-transporter, a membrane fusion protein, and a TolC-like outer membrane
protein. TISS substrates vary widely in size and function and include toxins,
lipases, and proteases. The conserved feature of the substrate proteins is the
presence of one or more RTX motifs. Previously, we have demonstrated that
calcium regulates multiple conformations of AP. Calcium-induced RTX do-
main folding serves to chaperone the folding of the protease domain. Here
we show that disruption of the calcium-binding sites alters both the affinity
and cooperativity of calcium-induced folding, measured in the RTX domain
and in the full-length protease, and that the binding sites are not iso-
energetic. We have also evaluated the role of calcium in the secretion of the
protease, as previous studies have suggested that calcium may facilitate prote-
ase secretion. Protein secretion was efficient when the passenger domain was
maintained in an unfolded conformation and secreted into medium with high
calcium concentrations. Secretion efficiencies decreased with mutations in
the RTX domain and with passenger domains that were stable and folded in
the bacterial cytoplasm. From these results we conclude calcium regulates pro-
tease conformation and may contribute to secretion efficiencies by maintaining
specific protein conformations during translocation. These results provide a
basis for understanding the calcium-associated secretion RTX proteins from
multiple bacterial pathogens.
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Staphylococcal nuclease (SNase) protein is a model protein folding system.
We recently reported that the magnitude of internal void volumes primarily
determines proteins sensitivity to pressure (1) and that the tridimensional po-
sition of cavities can modulate the folding free-energy landscape (2). Here we
characterize the effect of temperature on pressure denaturation of these previ-
ously studied cavity containing variants of SNase (L125A and I92A) to ad-
dress the determinants of thermal expansivity using high-pressure NMR.
The experiments show that thermal expansivity is sensitive to changes in
the degree of internal packing. We corroborate these observations by measur-
ing the coefficient of thermal expansion using pressure perturbation calorim-
etry. We also analyze the effect of temperature on the activation volume using
pressure-jump kinetics NMR. We find that the transition state ensemble pres-
ents structurally heterogeneous expansion with significant differences among
the mutants tested. We take advantage of the single residue resolution analysis
to map the differences of expansivity on the tridimensional structure of pro-
teins tested. We propose that the network of interactions in the protein interior
is responsible for the degree of thermal expansion. Assessing this unexplored
thermodynamic parameter will provide unique insight into protein behavior in
the pressure-Temperature plane.
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The mechanisms of chemical and heat denaturation of proteins are fairly well
established. In contrast, the determinants of pressure unfolding are not well
understood. Volume is the conjugate variable of pressure and therefore the
key parameter that describes protein sensitivity to pressure. The volumechange upon unfolding (DV) is thought to originate from empty cavities pres-
ent in the native state and absent in the unfolded state. Staphylococcal nucle-
ase was used to examine this issue systematically. It has a small cavity in its
hydrophobic core, of volume comparable to a water molecule. Enlargement of
the cavity with site-directed mutagenesis increased the DV measured by pres-
sure denaturation. The enlarged cavities are large enough to hold several wa-
ter molecules, but no internal water molecules were observed inside the
cavities in any of the seventeen crystal structures determined thus far. Intrigu-
ingly, the location of the cavity affected the relationship between cavity size
and measured DV. To further examine the role of cavities in the pressure un-
folding of nuclease, systematic studies were performed with variants with one
of the following characteristics: (1) greatly enlarged cavities, (2) naturally oc-
curring cavity volume eliminated, (3) polar residues lining artificial cavities
so as to hydrate the cavities. For all the variants, crystal structures and ther-
modynamic stabilities were obtained and DV of unfolding were measured
with both Trp fluorescence and NMR spectroscopy. The crystal structures
are useful to characterize the cavities and as starting structures for
structure-based calculations. The highly detailed description of the mecha-
nism of pressure unfolding emerging from these studies with high pressure
Trp fluorescence and NMR spectroscopy can elucidate aspects of the confor-
mational energy landscapes of proteins not readily accessible with other ex-
perimental approaches.
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Despite recent improvements in computational methods for protein design, we
still lack a predictive understanding of protein structure and interactions. We
perform Langevin dynamics simulations of protein models that include only
hard-sphere and geometric constraints to investigate the distribution of side-
chain dihedral angles. We first study dipeptides of nonpolar amino acids as
a function of the backbone dihedral angles and cooling rate, and compare the
sidechain dihedral angle distributions to those from protein crystal structures
in the protein data bank. In addition, we predict the sidechain dihedral angle
propensities in the core region of the protein ROP and several mutants. The
studies serve as a first step in developing the ability to quantitatively rank
the energies of designed protein constructs.
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The folding-unfolding dynamics of protein provides an important under-
standing of the protein conformational dynamics and functions. We have
used single-molecule fluorescence resonance energy transfer combined
with statistical data analysis to characterize enzyme and signaling protein
fundamental conformational dynamics of Calmodulin (CaM) and kinase
(6-Hydroxymethyl-7,8-dihydropterin pyrophosphokinase, HPPK). The con-
centration dependence of FRET efficiency of GdmCl indicates the unfolding
conformational transition of the proteins. At 2M of denaturant solvent, the
majority of the HPPK and CaM protein molecules are under fluctuating
folding-unfolding conformational changes, spending about half time in their
native state and half time in their unfolded state. We obtained the fluctuation
rates from the autocorrelation function analyses of the protein conforma-
tional fluctuation trajectories, and we have identified multiple intermediate
states involving in bunched time dynamics and the related energy landscape.
We had also analyzed the protein folding-unfolding pathways using detailed
balance theoretical model analysis in order to understand the complex
multiple-state and multiple-channel protein dynamics.
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Pressure jump is known to induce fast protein folding. For a five-helix bundle
l-repressor fragment, a short refolding time of ~2 ms was reported in an earlier
pressure-jump experiment. To investigate this pressure-jump induced fast fold-
ing behavior, all-atom molecular dynamics simulations of more than 33 ms in
explicit solvent were carried out on the same l-repressor construct. High-
pressure denatured states, generated through a high-temperature unfolding
and high-pressure equilibration simulation procedure, were found to contain
a significant amount of helical structure. Upon pressure drop, the protein
